TO: The Executive Committee
FROM: Committee on Academic Planning & Review (CAPR)
SUBJECT: Preliminary liaison designations for five-year reviews 2010-11
PURPOSE: Information item for the Excom of the Academic Senate
ACTION REQUESTED: Information item only

BACKGROUND
As detailed in the CAPR policies and procedures, each program scheduled to conduct a five-year review in 2010-11 requires a CAPR liaison to act as a point person in the development, submission and evaluation of their five-year review and for the drafting of the CAPR recommendation concerning the program for consideration by the full committee. At our meeting of October 7, 2010, the following members were assigned the following program or programs as liaisons. Note that if CAPR gains more members (we currently have one vacancy for a CBE representative, one Presidential appointee vacancy, and two student member vacancies), these assignments may change. Moreover, if CAPR receives and grants any requests for postponement of reviews for programs to 2011-12 this may also cause reassignment of liaison duties among CAPR members.

CLASS
Communication BA - Luz Calvo
International Studies BA – David Bowen
Latin American Studies BA – David Bowen
Music BA-MA – Monique Manopoulous
Social Work MSW (outside accredited) – Nancy White

CEAS
Counseling MS (received accreditation 09-10),
Education MS (received accreditation 09-10),
Educational Leadership MS (received accreditation 09-10), Special Education MS (received accreditation 09-10) – Michael Lee

CBE
None

INTERDISCIPLINARY AND OTHER
None

CS
Biological Sciences BA-BS-MA-MS – Steve Ugbah
Biostatistics MS, Statistics BS-MS – Don Gailey
Computer Networks MS – Liz Ginno
Computer Science BS-MS – Liz Ginno
Engineering BS (outside accredited), Engineering Management MS – Michael Lee
Environmental Science BS – Don Gailey
Geology BA- BS-MS – Don Gailey
Marine Sciences MS – Steve Ugbah
Mathematics BS-MS – Liz Ginno
Nursing BS (outside accredited) – Nancy White
Physics BA-BS – Sam Tran
Psychology BA-BS – Donna Wiley